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M,, -1 + M,B'/C = M,.(I/R + B//C) -1. Now 1 -B'/C 2 l/C 2 l/R so that max (X') = M,(l/R + B//C) -1 5 M, -1. I. INTRODUCTION Thus In a previous paper [l] , a class of arithmetic residue codes M,, I X' I M, -1 (3) was described. These codes utilized the Chinese remainder theorem and were quite efficient. The proofs for single-error-and the errors are detectable since 0 5 X I M,, -1, where X detecting and -correcting codes were given, and a sufficient is the original information number. condition on the redundancy for multiple-error-correcting codes was stated but not proved. A decoding method for single-errorcorrection was given, but this method is not applicable for multiple errors.
In this correspondence, the proof of the redundancy sufficient condition for correcting multiple errors is given for completeness and also for insight into the decoding algorithm that forms the major result of this correspondence. This decoding procedure for multiple errors utilizes continued fractions and Euclid's algorithm. This method is related to an algorithm that can be used for the decoding of Goppa codes [2] , but is not identical although it is of comparable simplicity.
These codes have an efficiency close to that of the maximal finite field codes when the moduli chosen are fairly close in magnitude. The most attractive feature of these codes is the ability to encode and decode using ordinary arithmetic operations in any base. The codes constructed here are nonlinear and not cyclic, unlike some well-known arithmetic codes [5] .
II. MULTIPLE-ERROR-CORRECTING CODES
The reader is referred to [l ] for details of the residue number system and for the detailed construction of these codes. This construction is summarized briefly. The residue system to be used is defined by the integer moduli mi, 1 5 i I n + r, gcd (mi,mj) = 1, where mi > mj, if i > j, and where M,, = nl=l mi, R = nlZ;+l mi (the redundancy), and RM,, = M,.. An information number X is defined by 0 5 X I M, -1. The coded vector to be transmitted is given by {X} = {IXl,i,. . ., 1x1 ,,+,}, (I& means a mod b). If {X'} = {d,,. . .,L&+~} is the received vector, then the received number is given by X' = x.lr; M,ailmi mod M,, where ai = zidi mod mi and M,.zi/mi E 1 mod mi. If no errors occur, then X' = X by the Chinese remainder theorem. If t errors occur, then the received vector is of the form {xl} = {X} + {O,ei,,O,* . .,ei,,O,. . .,O,ei,,O,* -*,O}
Corollary: The above redundant residue number system will correct [r/2] or fewer errors.
The above theorem could have been proved in a similar manner to that used in [l ] for single-error-correcting codes, but the proof would have been more lengthy. The proof of Theorem 1 used here also gives insight into the decoding procedure.
It should be noted that these codes are nonlinear. For suppose that X and Y are code numbers such that M,, I X + Y < M,, then their sum is not a code number.
III. DECODING
For r = 2t, a received number which has been altered by up to t residue errors will have the form 
where 0 I X I M,, -1 and X is unknown. Thus if we can find B'IC such that C is a product of t or less distinct moduli where l/R I B'/C 5 1 -(l/R) and (4) holds (given X'), then M,B'/C is the correct error term and B'/C is the unique error fraction by the corollary. Thus X = X' -M,.B'/C is the correct code number. The method to be used is that of continued fractions [3] . This method is intimately connected with Euclid's algorithm, which can be used to decode the finite field Goppa codes [2] .
An expression of the form where the eij indicate errors. Then the received number is t a0 + 1 (5) , X' = X + 2 (Mrlz~je~jlmi)/mi, mod Mr j=l 1 al + a2 + f..
is called a continued fraction [3] and is often written as where C is the product of t distinct moduli. 1 1 1 a0 + --...
-... O<r,<V V = a1r1 + r,, 0 < r2 < r1 r1 = azrz + rg, 0 < r, < r, rtez -a,-,r,-, + rI, 0 < ri < rimI
This is Euclid's algorithm. NOW I(UlV) -(pilqi)l decreases monotonically with i, and I(U/V) -(pi/qi)l I l/qiqi+r < l/qi' since qi > qiel, for i > 1. Thus the fractions pi/qi converge toward U/V and the pi/q< are called convergents. The ai are determined from (9) and then used to determine the pi and qi from (8) in an iterative manner.
The following result will now be used in decoding. (10) then p/q is a convergent.
x' and M, are known and X/M, is an unknown term. The larger is X, the less certain we are of B'IC. This uncertainty is a maximum when X = M,-r. Then
If the moduli used are close in value, then R will be closer to zkx and the maximum number of passes needed will decrease.
It has been seen that, when the above method is used, only the valid error fraction will be obtained by one or more passes through the iterative routine of (8) and (9). Each iteration for i 2 2 will yield a convergent pi/qi. If pi/qi is an invalid error fraction, then this can be discovered in a simple manner. The term M,pilqi is calculated by multiplication and division. From the theory of continued fractions, the pi/qi are in their lowest terms, i.e., gcd (pi,qi) = 1 [3] . Note that the original error fraction B'/C may not be in lowest terms since mi need not be a prime, but the correct pi/qi will be B'/C in its lowest terms. Then if qi is the product of nonrepeated moduli, M,pi/qi will be a whole number since then q1 is a factor of M,.. If qi contains a factor that is not a modulus or is a repeated modulus, then Mrpi/qi will not be an integer since gcd (pi,qi) = 1. It may happen that qi is a product of nonrepeated moduli, but pi/qi is not the correct error fraction. In this case M,pilqi will not satisfy the condition [from (4)]
The uncertainty is then
To recapitulate the decoding procedure we have the following. 1) Obtain X' from the received vector using the Chinese remainder theorem.
Thus if 1/R -l/M, < 1/(2C2), then B'IC is a convergent by Theorem 2, and we can determine B'/C by means of (8) and (9). The somewhat looser inequality R > 2C2 determines the redundancy if R << M,. It is seen that 2) Calculate X" = X' -M,, + 1. 3) Calculate 6 = 1/(2C&,,) -E, where C,,, is the largest possible denominator for any error fraction and for any E > 0. Let k = 0. 4) Let M, = a,X' + r, and obtain a, and r,. 5) Let i = 2. 6) Calculate ai and ri + r from t-1 max C = n mn+,-* = R,. The corollary in Section II guarantees that there will be only one B'/C such that B'/C < 1 and C is the product of not more than t moduli. The number x'/M, is greater than B'/C. Therefore, 6 must be specified so that at least one of the numbers (X'/M, -kd) falls within the interval 
8) If
Mrpi/q, is not an integer, go to 10). 9) If Mrpilqi does not satisfy (17), go to 10). If M,pi/qi does satisfy (17), pi/qi is a correct error fraction. 10) If CT, < G,,, increment i by one and go to 6). If qi 2 C,,,,, go to 11). 11) Increment k by one. If kJ > l/R -l/M, (or X' < X"), then an uncorrectable error has occurred. If k6 5 l/R -l/M,, go to 12). 12) Let the new X' = [X' -kaM,] + 1 and go to 4). It should be noted that this iterative procedure can be done on a general purpose digital computer.
Example I: Consider the residue number system where the moduli mi are 2,3,5,7,11,13,17. Let the redundant moduli be 7,11,13,17 so that the code corrects double errors. M, = 510510 and M,, = 2 . 3 . 5 = 30. Therefore, 0 I X 5 29. Suppose the code number is X = 10. Therefore, (X1 = {0,1,0,3,10,10,10}. Now suppose two errors occur in the moduli corresponding to 7 and 11 giving rise to the error fraction 3/7 + 6/l 1. Then X' = X + M,(3/7 -I-6/11). Now For this case, only one pass was needed through the iterative routine of (8) and (9). This was because the given X' satisfied the equation )75/77 -X'/M,I < l/2. 77' < 0.000084.
If X' had been 497250 + 29 = 497279 (which is the maximum value for X'), then X'/M, = 0.974082 which is still less than 0.84 x 10m4 away from 75177 so that only one iteration would be required again. We see that for this code, errors in the residues associated with the moduli 13 and 17 may require more than one iteration since R < 2C&,, where R = 7. 11 . 13. 17 = 17017 and 2C&,, = 2 . (13 17)2 = 97 682. For instance, an error fraction 5/13 + 7/17 = 176/221 with X = 29 yields for the successive convergents pi/q*: l/4, 415, 41145, 86/113, 2131280, which does not give a legitimate error fraction. From (16) it is found that at most five passes are needed through Euclid's algorithm and (8) to find the correct error fraction, Example 2: If the moduli {7,9,11,13,16,17} are used to form a double-error-correcting code, then R = (11)(13)(16)(17) = 38896 and 2C&, - (2)(16)2(17) Then N 2 qn > an-l and n < (log, N/log, or) + 1 n < (k/0.69423) f 1 = 1.44k + 1.
Thus, for the slowest rate of increase, the number of binary digits in the q1 increase by about 0.69 for every division iteration. This compares favorably to a minimum increase of one degree per iteration in the decoding of a binary finite field code polynomial [2] . .; Erasures can be handled simply by dropping the erased residues "I r3 = a4r4 + rg 7010 = a,. 6240 + r5, a,=l, r,=770 p4 = a4p3 -t pz = 1 . 38 + 37 = 75 since all residues are independent. Dropping two residues decreases the error correcting ability by one. Therefore, if there are r redundant residues, then the code can correct t errors and e erasures where 2t + e I r. Assume the residues di,,di,,* * *,diB are erased. Then these residues are dropped from the received The decoding procedure then continues as described in the preceding.
The decoding method given here uses the method of continued fractions, which includes the Euclidean algorithm, to solve for a fraction B'/C, 0 < B'/C < 1, where x' = X + M,B'/C and where x' and M, are known but X, B', and C are unknown. Since X < M,.B'/C, some of the most significant digits of M,.B'/C are known. On the other hand, the Euclidean algorithm is used in [2] to solve an equation of the form o(z)S(z)(z) mod g(z) where all terms are polynomials over a finite field and S(z) and g(z) are known.
Since this correspondence was submitted, it has been brought to the author's attention that continued fractions for polynomials over a field have been used for synthesizing recurrence relations and, therefore, linear shift-registers from sequences [7] . This theory was also later independently developed by the author and can be used in the decoding of certain finite field codes [8] . For the arithmetic codes described here, only the classical theory of continued fractions for integers is needed. gap in performance between a receiver using hard decision symbol estimation followed by an algebraic decoder and a maximum-likelihood It is seen that q'(X -M, + 1)/M, can never be as small as -l/q since M, = M,,m,,,m,,, so that the leftmost side of (19) is always larger than 1. By similar reasoning, it is immediately seen that the rightmost side of (19), i.e.,'(q'p/q) + (q/X/M,), is always greater than I. However, if (18) (20) is less than p or equal to p unlike the results for any other moduli. Thus this method of decoding for single errors consists of obtaining the leftmost side E and rightmost side F of (18) and multiplying them by each modulus in turn until, for some modulus q, qE < Z < qF or qE I Z < qF or qE < Z I qF, where Z is an integer. Of course, Z = p. For codes with a large receiver. A measure of the reliability of the code symbol estimates is introduced to facilitate the decoding process. The decoding operation studied erases the least reliable received symbols and then applies an algorithm capable of correcting errors and erasures. This procedure, termed successive-erasure decoding (SED), was introduced by G. D. Forney in connection with general minimum-distance decoding (GMD). It is studied for binary and nonbinary transmission using polyphase signals on the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. The exponential behavior of the error probability at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is calculated and is supplemented by computer simulations. The results indicate that soft decision by successive erasures for binary transmission has properties not present in the nonbinary case. In the binary case the procedure is asymptotically optimum for increasing SNR's. On the nonbinary channel, however, the procedure is only capable of bridging part of the gap in performance between maximumlikelihood decoding (MLD) and hard decision decoding (HDD).
IV. SINGLE-ERROR-CORRECTING CODES
number of moduli, this method may require more computation Manuscript received April 4, 1974; revised June 10, 1975. than the method of Section III for single errors.
